






















A spacetime theory of matter, based on general relativity, is shown to
provide, as a special case, standard electroweak theory.
1
I. Introduction
Although the necessity of employing quantum elds in order to satisfy
the cluster decomposition principle and Lorentz invariance has been made
clear, there is still no understanding as to if and why quantum elds are basic
and what, if anything, they have to do with elementarity.
1
Moreover, despite
the overwhelming success of the standard model,
2
it exists as a composite
that is not fundamental: no insight is given into the composition and range of
matter. Numerous loose ends of the theory are well known
3
: why just quarks
and leptons, why three generations, why the direct correspondence between
quark and lepton avors, why chiral assymmetry, why particle masses are so
small and have a large range of values, why SU(3)xSU(2)xSU(1), what is the
relation of inertia to the Higgs eld, what is the nature of the Higgs sector,
how many Higgs elds, the large number of free parameters required, and
how to include and unify gravity with the other forces.
II. Conceptual basis
The theory of general relativity
4
considers spacetime to be a continuum
and there is no experimental evidence to the contrary. Our extensive expe-
rience with energy and momentum conservation lead to the conclusion that
spacetime is homogeneous and isotropic. For a theory constructed out of
spacetime, there is no loss of generality in restricting consideration of the en-


























=  1, proper time being related to the fun-




. Greek indices range from 0 to 3, the
metric tensor g






eld equations, and rationalized natural units, h = c = 1 and e
2
=4 ' 1=137,
are used. Based on both the invariance of action and a direct derivation by
perturbational analysis, the requisite equation of state may be argued to be
(see Appendix A)
p =  "=3: (2)
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The group structure of spacetime, due to the timelike congruence associ-
ated with u













































into a volume expansion  = u

;






















































tensor onto the spacelike hypersurface orthogonal to u

) allows a group-
















































. Round brackets in-
dicate symmetrized indices; square brackets, skew-symmetrized indices. The
































































the expansion, Fermi-Walker and shear/rotation excitation modes involving





and eight parameter functions respectively. The shear/rotation excitation is











ve independent components. Solution of the rst order equations for each
mode results in an integration parameter (y

) which will be referred to as
the excitation core.
Excitations of combined expansion and Fermi-Walker modes (hereafter
referred to as EW excitations) are of interest in that they will be seen to
provide leptons and their electroweak interactions. Development of the dy-
namical equations for this combination, based on the orthonormal tetrad
(u; s;q; r) incorporating the velocity u, the unit vector associated with the
acceleration, s = a=a, and two symmetrically disposed spacelike vectors q
and r is given in Appendix B.
III. A Dierent Representation
A representation change that is Lorentz invariant extended by parity
6
in
the local Lorentz frame is now made. In the local Lorentzian (indices for
which are taken from the early part of the Greek alphabet and enclosed in
parenthesis) with metric 
()()
= diag( 1; 1; 1; 1), the Dirac matrices are












) = ( I; f
i




g) where Latin indices
from the middle of the alphabet range from 1 to 3 and f
i

































































































































, for example. In particular,


























Transformation to an irreduciable representation satisfying the above
stated requirements is then obtained by taking
(  u  
5












  (i  q + 
5











Right multiplication of both equations by 

; taking the trace and utilizing





































































Then, (  u+ 
5
  s)(  u  
5
  s) = 0 (since   u  u =    s  s = I
and   u  s+   s  u = 0) gives
(  u+ 
5


























6= 0 gives (  u + 
5
  s) 
1R
= 0, and similarly, (  u +

5
  s) 
1L
= 0; that is




  s 
1
: (14)






























, it follows that (u s) 
1L










and   (u + s) 
1R
=4 =   u 
1R







. Thus   u 
u 
1L
=2 =  
1L
























































































= 1=2, it follows that























Taking the trace of this equation and using the trace properties of the -










































Then,   (u+ s) 
2R







= 0, that is,
  u 
2R
=    s 
2R
: (17)
Also,   (u  s) 
2L








  u 
2L
=   s 
2L
: (18)
However,   q  u =    u  q and   q  s =    s  q implies that
 q u 
2R
=   u q 
2R
=   q s 
2R
=  s q 
2R





    u 
2L
=   s 
2L
: (19)
It then follows that  s 
2L
=  u 
2L
= 0 and similarly,  s 
2R




  u 
2
=   s 
2
= 0: (20)
In a like manner,
  q 
1
=   r 
1
= 0: (21)
IV. Fundamentals of Quantum Field Theory and the
Standard Model
In both classical particle theory as well as in relativistic quantum eld
theory the momentum of a particle is so dened that it is not conserved. In
classical theory, this eect shows up, for example, as runaway solutions when
6
radiation eects are included.
7
To address this diculty, a new complex
was introduced by Teitelboim
8
in order to separate the particle-eld system
into two dynamically independent subsystems: the particle plus attached
eld (the complex), and the radiation eld. Momentum conservation for
the complex is observed. This latter entity corresponds to dening particle
momentum using both the energy momentum tensor and pseudotensor so as
to properly treat radiative eld eects.
9
In quantum eld theory, radiative
corrections are necessary
10
and fundamental to the formulation is the fact
that it is impossible to construct the theory with a xed number of particles.
1
Both classical and quantum eld theory do not dene momentum inclusive
of the pseudotensor.
11
In accord with standard theory, the momentum associated with the i
th
excitation is obtained by integration of the i
th
contribution to the energy





































































































cates the Lie derivative and @U is the boundry of U . The integration over
spacetime is to be taken over all time history of the i
th
excitation up until the





























































































































(It is always possible to take !

= 0 or 















































































































Now, dene an external space for excitation i by (see Appendix C for the









































since it fails to be accurate to extend beyond this limit toward an excitation
core the asymptotically at spacetime existing at large distances from the
core.
15
Here, the limit 1 designates the asymptotically at region far from
the i
th
-excitation core. Thereby, external space for excitation i is given by
1
2


















))  1; (28)












cm. This is the minimum radius that may be taken for a point
particle when representing spacetime behavior as the interaction of point
particles with interactions in standard form, as developed below. Then,

























f(~u  3a~s)u + (3a~u  ~s)s  (~qq + ~rr)g d
; (29)
where the designation of an integral over external space by ex is for values
of fx

g compatible with the above restriction and internal space (borrowing
from standard terminology) is over the remaining spacetime. In practice, ra-
dial distances generally taken to comprise external space are determined by
8
collision energies in scattering events and are strongly in compliance with the
above established crtieria. It is seen that the asymptotically Lorentzian rest
frame far from the core of an excitation, with metric g
L
(indices for which
are taken from the early part of the Greek alphabet without parentheses)
may be utilized throughout external space for all energy ranges of practi-




is parametrically dependent on the relative position of all
other excitations with respect to the i
th
excitation, but is not a function of











































with the understanding that Euclidean spatial coordinates are now employed.
(One way of evaluating P

i





































and integrating over all








































































) of plane waves 
p
(x) = exp(ip  x), and the convolution theorem,










yielding the interpretation of this latter quantity as the probability that the
state described by  
a





For a = 1, the delta-function property of f
2
i
(see Appendix C) is used
















(x). Contracting on the
left with the Dirac matrices, 
d





































throughout external space and
that   q 
1
=   r 
1




  u 
1
allows writing
  u 
1






  s 
1





Using these results to replace   s 
1
and   u 
1




















































































has been employed and the delta function properties of f
2
i










































where it has been recognized that   u 
2
=   s 
2























































































































the delta function properties of f
2
i






























(  u    u) (x)dV (41)

























































(1 + (x)). Then   u

=

























(  u)(x) (x)dV; (42)






































































it follows, since   u 
1
(x) =  
1
(x) and   u 
2




























































































































































= 0 allows writing, for
























































































































































































































































































































































give a complete physical description just
as three members of the tetrad (u; s; q; r) can be used to construct the fourth
member by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization.
18
Invariant properties under
the Lorentz group as well as the representations with respect to the elec-



































































































































































































































































































. Then the normal form of standard electroweak theory
follows by going to the unitary gauge.
19
It is seen that the scalar eld (x), identiable as the Higgs eld in the
standard model, arises from the departure from atness of the metric in the
vicinity of the core of an excitation and thus the association of the Higgs
eld with particle mass generation is evident.














contains a massless component and a massive component of mass
M
i
. For evaluation of the expression for mass, poles in the integrand may be




















(r) sin drd: (66)








































































































































where L  
0
= 4  10
 33
cm. For j =
p
3=2 it follows, to within
the accuracy of the present model, that with m
i0

























. The hierarchy problem is thus ad-














The "innite" negative mass of the core is compensated by the positive mass
surrounding the core with a slight excess emerging as the eective mass of





























is a "unication" mass scale. Comparison with the standard model,



























































) is the running coupling constant of U(1)  SU(2) theory at the
mass scale M
x




















































) ' 43: (72)
15
Appendix A. Equation of State
The equation of state of the (Hausdorf) spacetime continuum is sought.
Since a process for establishing spacetime is outside the realm of experi-
mental investigation, a physically equivalent process whereby spacetime, and
consequently the energy density and pressure of spacetime, could be estab-
lished is needed. The reliability of such an equivalent process can only be
established based on comparison of the results obtained with actual physi-
cal situations. Necessarily, a physically equivalent concept of pregeometry is
needed. Consistent with spacetime being the collection of events, an event
being a localization of spacetime, pregeometry requires the absence of events,
that is, localizability. An intuitive way to eect the delocalization of events
is to let each spacetime point go over into a light cone of unselected di-
rection. Then the delocalization of a spacetime point appears physically
degenerate with a massless particle of zero energy occupying a null geodesic
of unselected direction: the absence of spacetime could be degenerate with
a Petro Type-O at space. Gravitational interaction of null currents pro-
vides a mechanism for conversion of these currents into a perfect uid state:
Chandrasekhar and Xanthopoulos
20
showed "the transformation of massless
particles describing null trajectories into a perfect uid in which the stream
lines describe time-like trajectories", thereby providing "the rst example of
an induced transformation of a massless into a massive particle".
The gravitational elds established by null currents, which are here con-
sidered to generate the matter density and pressure that characterize space-
time, are plane-fronted gravitational waves which account for the interactions
of the currents and are obtainable exactly from consideration of a nite mass
m moving at speed v in the limit as v ! 1 and m! 0 for which the energy






Furthermore, for this case, linearized
calculations give solutions identical with exact solutions. Then, a model
for self-interaction of a null current with an ambient may be obtained from
consideration of the linear interaction of a mass m in relative motion with
respect to the ambient and for which the above stated limit is taken.
In order to relate the energy density and pressure of spacetime, the energy
content of a small sample volume is taken to be physically degenerate with the
energy e of a null current: e is given by the local energy density of spacetime,
", times the size of the small volume V=N , there being a large number N
of such volumes in a nite volume V . The equation of state is obtained by
16
evaluation of uid pressure from the volume derivative, at constant entropy,
of the energy of the uid: p =  (@E=@V )
s
, the basic expression of which,
based on a statistical model, is the derivative of the ensemble-averaged energy
with respect to volume,
22
p =  @E=@V: (A1)
The ensemble-averaged energy is obtained by considering the small sam-
ple volume to be a test mass m with velocity v and energy e in a perfect uid







































x  !t), " being the matter density of the uid,  the






the sound speed of






































Sine the post-Newtonian approximation
25
is needed to treat a test mass,





= e, with the total correlation energy. In the statistical model,
the uid consists of a large number N of such masses in a volume V , the
ensemble average being












This formulation of the correlation energy is exact in that the self-consistent
correlation function
22
is identically unity for a perfect uid. Then, use of the
above expression for
e















and, since "V = Ne, then




























= @p=@" = (v
2
  2)=3 and it follows that p =   "(2   v
2
)=3.
Thus, v ! 1 gives
p =  "=3: (A9)
This is the required equation of state. (It is of interest to notice that the limit
v ! 1 gives v
2
s




















, revealing that in the absence
of matter (
 ! 0), at-space (pregeometry) is unstable: Im(!) ! k=
p
3,
with innite exponential growth rate for vanishingly small perturbations.
Also, the above equation of state is recognized as that of the static Einstein
universe, applicable to the at-space equivalent of pregeometry.)
Perhaps a stronger case can be made for the above equation of state by ob-
serving that it can be obtained by requiring that the action remain stationary
at zero from a state of no matter to a state with matter present. The La-
grangian density, being the sum of the geometrical contribution
p
 gR=16G






 g( "  3p) upon use of
the eld equations requirement that  R = 8GT


= 8G(3p   "). The
equation of state then follows from the zero stationary value for the action.
Appendix B. EW Dynamics
Dynamics for EW type excitations may be developed using a standard for-
mulation
27










. The Riemann tensor is treated in terms of its irreducible parts:
the Weyl tensor C






and the curvature scalar R. For these excitations, the only non-vanishing















; the Ricci tensor is the metric tensor
18







































where  = a

;
=a. Self-contraction of this result and recognition that E

is


















and use of the eld equations and






















=a associated with the acceleration, and two symmetrically








































































































































= 0, then B =  D




renders B =  D = 0 and A = C.




















with a similar expression for q

;
. Immediately, (B6) renders the left side


































































































































































r = 0, showing that (r; s),
































































































the electric component of the Weyl tensor lies in the spacelike hypersurface
orthogonal to u and is diagonal with respect to the tetrad coordinates.
These motions are three space rotations as is seen by transformation from
(q; r) to (w;v) given by
p
2w = q+ r and
p









































Appendix C. Approximate EW Model
Although exact solutions are available, an approximate, but simple and
illustrative model of an EW excitation may be realized using the Kerr family
of solutions. Vaidya
28
presented the external solutions for the Kerr metric in
the Einstein universe for which the energy density and pressure are given by







(1 + 2m) (C1)




2G ' 4  10
 33
cm, and m and 
are specied below. For S
2
! 1, the solution becomes the Kerr metric



































where J = j=m
0
















 = r= with j being the angular momentum of the singularity in units of
h and  m
0
being the negative mass of the singularity, the negative r side
of the disk having been taken and a relabeling having been carried-out so







is of interest. (Metrics of the Kerr-Schild form are practical in that they
can be inclusive of radiation elds.
30






x =  sin dtdrdd:



































= [1 + 2m]): (C4)
As r!1, fg









g, a Lorentzian metric.
Transformation of the above C-type coordinates to global coordinates (a


















































































































In the same limit, the eld equations reduce to

S = 0 , yielding a constant
_
S = 1  , and




























=2 ! 1 as  ! 0. (It is shown above in section IV that  
10
 22
: the present theory reveals nite physical limits for both the 0 and







Gev, the mass of an excitation core which is the "bare mass" of standard










(1 + 2m); (C8)






























=3, it follows that




















= "+ p = 2"=3,




r dr + 2mJt sin
2







































dfln(1 + 2m)g: (C12)
Now, the above solutions represent a single excitation at the origin of
a FRW negative curvature universe expanding at light speed. In order to
extend this model to the case in which there are, for example, N excitations












































= j~r   ~r
i




































































For evaluation of integrals with f
2
i






























Thus, near the origin (for the i
th












S(t)(t  r)(r)(1 + 2m
i
) sin dtdrdd; (C16)
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